
SCARAREPORT 
Beru to Bora Bora 2016 -  Great project of the great SOLarchitect Dingo 

 
Mumble mumble mumble … I don’t know where to begin ... I’m not a regular 
visitor of the podium and I’m not a great report writer. 
 
If I got # 2 means that (unconsciously) I ran a great race, there will be a 
reason, but I’ve not yet figured out how I did it ...  
 
(MikiCe asked me in chat if there was in race two SCARABOCCHIO ... I try to 
understand with you and if I'm wrong correct me, please). 
 
1) As usual, I filled the boat with food, beer and wine: 2219nm and 8 or 9 
days of racing are many and my crew works only if eat well and drink better. 
 
2) I’m not an expert of routers (I don’t know how to use them), but I checked if 
my choices wasn’t wrong every WX with qtvlm. (Not all all ... I often skipped 
the ones in the night). 
 
3) During the day a lot of work and so I had very little time to correct the 
course, perhaps this is the first secret. 
 
4) Towards mid-race I knew how to export DC of qtvlm ... in the night the boat 
was sailing in the direction that I wanted and me too …(I slept very well all the 
nights). 
 
5) Moral of the story: routers are very useful, but only if you tell them where to 
go, if is the router to choose the route you go exactly where goes your 
opponents (often behind them). 
 
6) kenza & Top SOLers are unbeatable, the only hope to beat them is not to 
copy their course but try "unusual" choices: this time it worked and I'm 
HAPPY HAPPY HAPPY ...  
 
Thanks SOL, thanks SOLers and congrats to Kenza, WIN, Top 10 and all  
members of fantastic SOL ITALIAN TEAM. 
 

CHEERS 

 
SCARAHAPPY & HAPPYSCARA 


